
Make the Mouse Pointer and Text Cursor
More Visible and Less Annoying!

Over the years, our computer screens have become
bigger and gained ever-higher resolutions. As a result,
the mouse pointer and text cursor have shrunk to tiny
proportions. (And, without wishing to be rude,
perhaps your eyesight isn’t quite what it was!)

You can’t get far in Windows without being able to
see the pointer and the cursor, so in this article I’ll give you a
range of tips to make both easier to see… and easier to find
when you lose them!
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This article shows you how to:

� See and find the pointer more easily on your screen

� Ensure Windows won’t ignore a double-click

� Make the flashing text cursor easier to see
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Can't See It? Make the Mouse 
Pointer Bigger!
If you were using computers 20 years ago, you probably had
no trouble at all seeing the mouse pointer. Granted, you were
twenty years younger, but there’s another reason. Back then,
most of us were using 14- or 15-inch screens, so our eyes
didn’t have to scan a particularly wide area to find the
pointer. In addition, those screens usually had resolutions of
800 x 600 – a total of less than half-a-million pixels – so
the pointer looked quite big.

Nowadays, our monitors have grown to over 20 inches, and
they commonly have resolutions of at least 1366 x 768 –
that’s over three times as many pixels as before!

In practical terms, then, the pointer has shrunk by more than
two-thirds, and it’s hiding on a monitor whose total area has
almost doubled in size. And if that’s not bad enough,
Microsoft redesigned the standard arrow-
shaped pointer a few years ago to make it
shorter and stubbier, from the shape
pictured on the left to the one on the right.

So, if you do have trouble seeing the pointer, it’s hardly
surprising! Certainly your eyesight may have something to
do with it, but the relentless march of technology has to take
much of the blame.

Fortunately, you don’t have to continue struggling. It only
takes a few clicks to make the pointer larger and easier to
see. This doesn’t only affect the standard arrow-shaped
pointer pictured above, but the skinny ‘I-beam’ shape that
appears when you move over text, the ‘sizing arrows’ you
see when you move to one edge of a window to stretch it,
the hand-pointer that appears when you move over a link,
and all the others.

The mouse
pointer used to
be easier to see

It’s not you – 
it’s modern
technology!

Easily fixed:
make the pointer
bigger
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To change the size of the pointer, follow these steps:

P 480/3
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Open the mouse
settings dialog

Choose between
various larger
schemes

1.  Windows 10 or Windows 8.1: press the key on
your keyboard, type the word control and click the
Control Panel item that appears.

    Windows 7: open the Start menu and click on
Control Panel.

2.  In the Control Panel window, click the large heading
Hardware and Sound .

3.  Below the ‘Devices and Printers’ heading, click on
Mouse .

4.  This opens a dialog titled Mouse Properties. At the
top of the dialog, switch to the Pointers tab .

5.  Now open the drop-down list labelled Scheme .
This shows you all the different ‘pointer schemes’
available on your PC. They vary a little from one
version of Windows to another, but you’ll find
schemes named Windows Standard, Windows
Inverted, Windows Black, Magnified, and either
Windows Aero or Windows Default. Many of these
schemes offer two extra variations, noted as (large)
and (extra-large).
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Large, with
thick edges

The standard
shapes, but
bigger
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6.  Click any scheme to have a look at the pointer shapes
and sizes it uses: you’ll see them all listed in the
larger box further down the page . If you don’t
like the look of the pointers in this scheme, open the
drop-down list again and choose another to have
a look at.

    To give you a few suggestions about what to choose:

   •  If you struggle to see the pointer shapes clearly, 
try the Magnified scheme. It’s not especially
attractive, but its thick edges and large size make
it stand out better than the others on your screen.

   •  If you like the current pointer shapes you use, and
you’d just like them bigger, choose the (large) or
(extra-large) variant of Windows Default (in
Windows 10 or 8.1) or Windows Aero (in
Windows 7).
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Can't Find It? Make the Pointer Easier to Locate
However large you’ve made the pointer, you can still lose
track of it. Although it can never disappear ‘behind’
anything on your screen, you might sometimes wonder if
that’s what happened – it often just seems to vanish!

   •  If you’d rather use the less-stubby shapes from
old versions of Windows, plump for one of the
Windows Standard schemes.

   •  If you’d prefer black rather than white for the
arrow-shaped pointer, choose one of the
Windows Black schemes.

7   Before committing yourself, perhaps you’d like to try
out the scheme you’ve chosen? If so, click the Apply
button and this scheme will be put into effect:
you can move the pointer around your screen and see
what you think of it. Not convinced? Pick a different
scheme and click Apply again to try that instead.

8.  When you’ve picked a pointer scheme, there’s one
last option here that’s worth experimenting with: the
checkbox labelled Enable pointer shadow .
You’ll probably prefer to tick this box, since the
shadow helps to make the pointer shapes stand out
on the screen, but try it both ways (clicking Apply
each time) to see which you prefer.

9.  Finally, click the OK button to save your changes
and close this dialog, and then close the Control Panel
window by clicking the x in its top-right corner. 

6

7

8

Old-style shapes

Black rather 
than white

See what 
you think

Better with 
the ‘pointer
shadow’?

The pointer 
can disappear

7
8
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In fact, in recent versions of Windows, it really can vanish.
Left to its own devices, Windows hides the poin-ter as soon
as you start typing, and it won’t reappear until you reach
for the mouse and move it.

That’s one setting you might like to change, and there are a
couple of other options you might like to explore which will
help you find the pointer whenever you’ve lost it:

1.  Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 on page 3 to open the Mouse
Properties dialog, and then switch to the Pointer
Options tab.

2.  The options we’re interested in are gathered into the
‘Visibility’ section, pictured below. The first is simple:
if you find it annoying that Windows hides the
pointer as soon as you start typing, remove the tick
beside Hide pointer while typing .

3.  The next option is a little odd, but see what you
think of it! Tick the box beside Display pointer trails

and then drag the slider to somewhere near
the Long end. Now just move your mouse around
the screen and see what happens:
you’ll see a trail of little ‘ghost
pointers’ that follow the pointer
around and then fade away. They
tend to give the mouse a slightly sluggish feel, but
they certainly help to make it more noticeable!

1

2 3
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Make it easier
to find

Prevent the
pointer from
vanishing

Mouse trails
can make the
pointer more
obvious
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Tap a key to
locate the
pointer

The timing of
double-clicks
must be right

If the mouse feels too sluggish, you can alleviate that a
little by dragging the slider back towards the Short
end, and/or by using the slider below Select a pointer
speed at the top of the dialog to increase the speed of
the mouse (dragging it towards the Fast end). 

3

    If you decide these ‘pointer trails’ aren’t to your taste,
turn them off again by removing the tick beside
Display pointer trails. 

4.  The final option is much more restrained: tick the box
beside Show location of pointer when I press the
CTRL key to switch it on. Now just tap the
key on your keyboard: when you do, a series of
circles appears around the mouse pointer to show you
where it is. The nice thing about this option is that it
doesn’t get in your way: whatever you happen to be
doing, if you lose track of the pointer at any time you
can simply press the key to find it again.

5.  When you’ve chosen the combination of options you
want to use, click OK and then close the Control
Panel window. Needless to say, if you ever change
your mind, you can come back here and switch
options on or off again.

4

Ctrl

Ctrl

Quick Tips to Avoid Double-click Trouble  
Double-clicking is one of the trickier computing skills to
master (beaten only by triple-clicking!), and it needs a
certain nimbleness-of-finger to achieve. Making it more
difficult still, the timing of the two clicks has to be fairly
uniform each time. If they’re too close together, Windows
tends to assume the second click was a mistake and ignores
it, so nothing happens. But if there’s too long a gap between 
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1.  Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 on page 3 to open the Mouse
Properties dialog, and then switch to the Buttons tab
(or, if you have a tab named Activities, select that
one instead).

2.  In the ‘Double-click speed’ section you’ll see two
items. The first is a slider ranging from ‘Slow’
to ‘Fast’, and you use this to adjust the speed
required for double-clicks: when dragged closer to
the Slow end, you’ll be able to leave a longer gap
between the two clicks. The second is a folder icon

: use this to test the new setting you’ve chosen,
by double-clicking the folder to open and close it.

1

2

If you have a problem with double-clicks at all, it’s
probably that you don’t do them quite fast enough, so
you’ll want to drag the slider a step or two towards the
Slow end. Having done that, try a few double-clicks on
the folder icon, leaving a short pause between each
double-click: if every double-click opens or closes the
folder, you’ve found your ideal speed. 
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Make Windows
use the timing
you prefer

Adjust the slider
and test the
result

them, they’re treated as two separate clicks rather than a
double-click, so, again, nothing happens.

The result is that you can find yourself clicking something
over and over again until Windows finally recognises a pair
of those clicks as a double-click. If this happens to you a lot,
it’s not your fault. It’s a Windows setting that’s to blame, and
the solution is to tell Windows how you like to double-click: 

:

2
1
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3.  When you’re happy with the new setting, click the
OK button to save it and close this dialog, and then
close the Control Panel window you opened along
the way.

Not keen on double-clicks? Avoid them!
There are very few situations in which a double-click is abso-
lutely required. In most cases, a double-click is simply a
‘shorthand’ way of doing something, and you can achieve the
same outcome using a different, more comfortable method.

Here’s an example. You’ve started a program and you want
to open a file to edit, so you choose File > Open (or press

+ ) to display its Open dialog. The usual advice is
to double-click the file you want to open, but you don’t
have to do it that way: instead, click the file once and then
click the Open button at the bottom of the dialog. Or, if you
prefer, click the file once and then press the key.

In fact, the key really is the secret to avoiding
double-clicks. If there’s an icon on your desktop you want
to open, don’t double-click it: click it once to select it and
then press . And when you’re looking through your
folders in File Explorer (aka Windows Explorer), there’s no
need to double-click each folder to see inside it: again, just
click it once and press . 

Ctrl O

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

This is worth remembering even if you don’t generally
have a problem with double-clicking. On occasions, you
can find that you’ve double-clicked something a couple
of times and Windows hasn’t taken any notice. In that
case, I find it simplest just to give up trying and press
the key instead. There’s no way that Windows
could ignore that!

Enter
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They’re rarely
necessary

Example: two
ordinary clicks

Click to select
and then press
Enter
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Right-click 
and choose the
bold item

You can use the
wheel to scroll…

…but are you
happy with the
speed?
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If you’d rather not reach for the keyboard, there’s another
alternative to double-clicking: right-click the item instead

. On the menu that appears for files and folders (and
some other items), the item
at the top is shown in bold
text. Click this bold-text
item and it will do the
same thing that a double-
click would have done.

Tips and Tricks with the Mouse Wheel
Does your mouse have a wheel on top? If it does, as I’m
sure you know, you can avoid the need to grapple with the
vertical scrollbar at the right-hand sides of long documents
and web pages: just roll the wheel forwards and backwards
to scroll up and down. 

The problem you might have is that the wheel doesn’t scroll
pages at the speed you like. Perhaps the tiniest roll of the
wheel scrolls much too far, or perhaps you tire out your
finger scrolling endlessly for little reward.

Fortunately, this is another setting you can adjust to your
own taste. Here’s what to do:

1

2

1.  Start by following steps 1, 2 and 3 on page 3 to open
the Mouse Properties dialog. When you arrive, switch
to the Wheel tab (or the Scroll tab if you have
one with that name).

2.  In the ‘Vertical Scrolling’ section at the top of the
dialog, make sure the selected option is The follow-
ing number of lines at a time . (If you’ve
selected the One screen at a time option, that would
explain why your mouse wheel scrolls everything
much too far to be useful!)

3

4

:

1

2
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As well as rolling the wheel to scroll up and down, your
mouse may allow you to tilt the wheel left and right to
scroll sideways. To test whether it does, you’ll need a
document or web page that displays a horizontal scrollbar
at the bottom of the window. (Simply making the window
narrower should cause that horizontal scrollbar to appear.) 

3.  The number in the little box specifies how many
lines you’ll scroll by rolling your mouse wheel by one
notch. Most people like a figure of between 3 and 6,
but of course, it’s entirely up to you! The simplest
way to change the figure in this box is to ignore the
tiny arrow buttons at its right: instead, click inside
the box and then use the up and down arrow keys on
your keyboard to raise or lower the number. If the
wheel scrolls too fast, reduce this figure by one or
two; if it scrolls too slowly, increase it by one or two.

4.  The only way you can judge the effect of the change
is by having something to scroll, of course. Click the
Apply button at the bottom of the dialog to put this
change into effect and, without closing the dialog,
open a long document (or start your web browser
and visit a web page) and use the wheel to scroll
down and up through it. You can return to the dialog
to adjust the figure (and click Apply again) and then
return to your document or web page to test again,
and so on until you’re happy.

5 Choose how 
far to scroll

Try this out in 
a document or
web page

3
4

5
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Tilt the mouse wheel gently to the right and see whether
the page starts scrolling sideways. 
If it does, you can use the ‘Horizontal Scrolling’ section
in the dialog above to adjust the speed at which it does
this too, again changing the number in the box, clicking
Apply and returning to your document or web page to
test the result.

5.  As always, when you’re happy with the changes,
click OK and then close the Control Panel window.

Automatic scrolling with the wheel button
The mouse wheel on most mice offers one other trick you
may not have discovered: it can scroll through a long
document or web page entirely automatically at a speed you
choose. It doesn’t work in every program, but you can use it
in most web browsers and word processors. To put it to the
test, open a multi-page document in WordPad or Microsoft
Word, or find a long web page in your favourite web browser.

Now press and release the mouse wheel as if it were a button
(which, on most mice, it actually is). If nothing happens,
your mouse sadly doesn’t work this way. What you should
see is a little symbol consisting of two arrows pointing up
and down with a circular blob between them .

Now just move the mouse downwards by a tiny amount –
just a few millimetres. When you do this, you'll
see a downward-pointing arrowhead appear
a little way below that symbol and, at the same
time, the page will start to scroll downwards
slowly, all by itself.

If you move the mouse further down, this arrowhead
will move further away from the central symbol and the
page will scroll faster; move it upwards again  and scrolling

1

2

2

A nifty mouse
wheel trick

Press the wheel
button

Move the mouse
a little way to
begin scrolling

Fine-tune the
speed and
direction

1

1

2
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Quick scrolling
and hands-free
reading

Trouble seeing
the cursor? 

Make it fatter!

slows down; if you move the arrowhead back up to the central
symbol again, scrolling stops. And if you start to move it
above the central symbol, it becomes an upward-pointing
arrowhead and the page starts to scroll upwards instead.

One handy use of this mode is to be able to scroll around a
long document easily without wearing out your finger on
that mouse wheel. Another is for comfortable reading:
adjust the speed such that the page scrolls down by one line
at roughly the speed you’re reading, and you can just sit
back and read without having to touch the mouse at all.

Make the Text Cursor Larger and 
More Visible  
Besides the mouse pointer, there’s another little widget on
your screen that can be hard to see: the thin vertical line
(known as the ‘cursor’) that marks the insertion point in text
you’re typing – in other words, it shows you whereabouts
in your text the characters will appear when you type.

The fact that the cursor flashes slowly on and off helps to
draw your attention to it, and if you’re using a program
with a ‘zoom’ option (as Microsoft Word has), zooming in
to make the text larger will also make the cursor larger. But
perhaps that’s not enough? If not, you can make this skinny
little cursor thicker and thus more easy to see. Here’s how:

1.  Windows 10 or Windows 8.1: press the key on
your keyboard, type the word control and click the
Control Panel item that appears.

To switch out of this ‘auto scrolling’ mode, press any
mouse button (left, right, or the wheel button again) or
press the key on your keyboard.Esc

:
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Open the ‘Ease
of Access Centre’

Choose a
different cursor
thickness

    Windows 7: open the Start menu and click on Con-
trol Panel.

2.  In the Control Panel window, click the large heading
Ease of Access. On the next page, click the heading
Ease of Access Centre.

3.  A little way below the ‘Explore all settings’ heading,
click on Make the computer easier to see.

4.  Scroll to the bottom of the page that appears next and
you’ll see the option pictured below.  Open the drop-
down list that currently shows the figure 1 and choose
a larger size for the cursor. You’ll see a preview of the
new thickness you’ve chosen further to the right.

You’ll probably find that a thickness of between 2 and
4 is sufficient to make the cursor stand out more.
Although it’s possible to choose a much higher figure,
if you make the cursor much thicker it could be a
hindrance. When it appears between two characters, a
thick cursor will overlap the character(s) to its right.

5.  After choosing a new thickness for the cursor, click
the OK button found at the bottom of the window
and then close the window by clicking the x button
in its top-right corner.
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